
OrderSupport FeedbackText 
WhollyObject I object controlled parking in zone G 8.30 - 11pm  
WhollyObject There is insufficient consideration given to the elderly and less able.  My aunt does not own a vehicle but she depends on 

visitors for help with shopping, cleaning and personal care as well as social visits. These tasks are carried out by friends 
and family and arrangements are made to visit when there are no parking restrictions. Under the proposed extended hours 
there will be no opportunity to continue this care without the cost of expensive parking.  She is a disabled blue badge 
holder, but there is not a provision to supply visitor parking to assist with her needs. So how is she going to be able to get 
help for meals and evening assistance. She is also unable to be able to book 'virtual' tickets so paper tickets should 
continue for those who do not have the technology. I understand why the council is attempting to restrict car usage but this 
bombastic approach will not suit all circumstances and more thought needs to be given to those who are more vulnerable. 
Or do you expect us to abandon our elderly relatives to suit your convenience? 

WhollySupport Wholly agree with the issues raised as a non driver I don’t agree with the pollution levels this is causing to our streets, I 
come out of my house and can literally feel it when I breath how polluted the air is. As a non driver I shouldn’t be exposed to 
this.  

WhollySupport I wholly support this proposal because I can never find a parking space at the weekend the evening times I also can never 
find a parking space and during the day it’s absolutely fine because it’s only residents parking. I just think that if you think 
about the amount of cars that must be coming to our area over the weekend and on the evenings to park how much 
pollution is this causing and how much is this affecting our health because if it was always like it is during the daytime 
there’s always plenty of room to park. It’s congestion on the roads unnecessarily because if people couldn’t park on the 
evenings and weekends they wouldn’t make that trip and in the process congest all of our lungs.I just think it would be much 
better if the restrictions was in place until late evenings and on the weekends it would make people make more conscious 
decisions about using their car and hopefully travel via alternative methods because it’s really not fair on the people that live 
in the area first of all we can’t park. And also is having a detrimental impact on our health I’m a very conscious car use our 
only take the car if the trip is essential and I can’t get there by walking or by public transport so I think everyone needs to be 
the same and use their car less it’s not saying visitors can’t come.  

WhollySupport Pls do change the parking times it will be easier for residents to park on the weekend times and evenings  

WhollyObject I object to Parking zone G hours being extended - There are currently not enough pay and display bays in the Shad 
Thames to facilitate casual visitors, deliveries, drop off and pickups in the area in the evenings and weekends. 

WhollyObject Dear Madam/Sir, 
 
I object to this proposal as I have family and other people visiting me regularly after work hours during the week or on the 
weekend, and they will have nowhere to park. This will significantly impact my ability to invite people to come to visit, 
including close family and friends. This will significantly impact my social life and the lives of those close to me. Please do 
not proceed with this plan. 
 
Thank you in advance. 
 
Kind regards, 
 

WhollyObject I object to the changes proposed for changes to the parking zones and times from Monday-Friday to Monday to Sunday 
8.30am-11pm. 

WhollySupport Parking is atrocious round here  
WhollySupport I agree with all the changes you have proposed and look forward to having them implemented  

WhollySupport As a disability driver I would definitely benefit from this as all of my roads round my way are taken on the weekends . 
Including the yellow lines and even disabled bays even tho they aren’t displaying a badge.  

WhollySupport I definitely agree with this because the area gets too overcrowded with cars on the weekends. People going to Southwark 
park drive when really it would be more responsible for them to walk. If the restrictions were in place it would definitely 
benefit the environment and air quality :)  

WhollySupport good idea my mum lives in the area and I can never park when I visit her on weekends if I could pay for a visitors pass and 
actually park it would be so much better (I am my mums carer so its really essential)  

WhollyObject I visit my family and friends currently I’m able to park at a weekend - already have to deal with possible costs of driving 
through london  

WhollyObject Don’t agree with this money making scheme - constantly checking if we are parked legally  
WhollyObject I don’t see the point as parking is never that busy during the week. We have a permit but like to have the option and 

freedom to park on the main road on a weekend especially when shopping so not to carry shopping far distances.  

WhollySupport Agree that we should have less cars driving to our area and parking on our roads Southwark park road is a nightmare on 
the weekend  

WhollyObject I am very concerned about this proposal to extend the parking restrictions to 7 days a week and to later in the evenings. I 
am an 84 year pensioner and look forward to weekend and evening visits from my son and his wife and my grandchildren 
and also my sister and niece who often visit me for company and bring me shopping.  They are currently  able to do this at 
weekends and evenings without worry of parking violations. If these proposals are brought in it will severely restrict their 
visits as the cost of visitors parking permits are extortionate for a pensioner like me. If it happens a complete overhaul of the 
visitors parking permit charges needs to happen to make them  more affordable. As many more permits will be needed, so 
the £30 cost and limit of only one book in a 12 month period would need to be changed,  seeing as many more books per 
year will need to be purchased to allow legal parking for family visits, which I would consider to be a fundamental part of 
family life.   I feel if the council imposes these drastic changes to the restrictions my family life would be hugely impacted.  

WhollyObject residents have visitors visit on weekends and I feel this would stop people from visiting there is not a problem with the 
existing parking restrictions of 8-30am till 6-30 pm so see no reason to change it  

WhollyObject I feel that this proposal will make parking unnecessarily difficult for residents & visitors of residents during 
evenings/weekends. It will also add additional financial pressure to residents of the area with cars, many of whom will be 
worrying about the ULEZ extension already and may rely on overnight/weekend parking being unrestricted to get by. 



WhollyObject I am opposed to these proposed changes. Your letter of 19 August states that 58% of those who responded supported the 
changes however you provide no information as to the actual number of responses received.  Are a hand-full of people 
going to enforce an unwanted change on a silent majority who make no representations ? I consider the existing 
arrangements work well and in particular it means that visitors are able to park on the street in the evenings and at 
weekends.  These proposed changes would force people to either pay to park at the Q-Park which is very expensive or to 
travel by alternative means such as public transport. I suspect that this is the real motive behind these proposed changes, 
to reduce car usage in the area. Whilst this is a laudable objective, taking public transport or cycling is not always a viable 
option for many people and effectively eliminating all visitor parking during off peak hours is an unwelcome development . I 
consider the existing arrangements strike a reasonable balance and would like them to continue. 

WhollyObject These new times will not allow  people to have visitors there is no pay to park on line parking bays so unless we buy loads 
of visitors estate parking permits.the  residents who have permits for the estates will have no where to park why can these 
restrictions be 8.30 till 6.30 Monday to Saturday why are people is this part of the borough being penalised totally disagree 
with this proposal. 

WhollyObject I am totally against changing the current restrictions. The times and days we currently have work well and I believe 
changing them would increase traffic 

WhollyObject I'd like to express my objection to the proposed changes to parking restrictions. 
 
I do not own a car, but often rent one for a weekend. I also often have family with little children who are unable to reach us 
by public transport visit us over the weekend and evenings. Being able to park hassle-free on Friday night and over the 
weekend is very important to us. 
 
Moreover, Collett and Stork roads have plenty of parking spaces during these times. The way I see it, strengthening parking 
restrictions would not solve any real problems in my area and just introduce nuisance and additional costs. 

 


